
Utah State Amateur Championship Cart Policy 

Spectator carts will not be available for rent at the championship venue or the stroke-play co-host venue 

during the first two days of the championship (stroke-play portion). Please see the details below for 

accommodations for those individuals with disabilities which impact their ability to walk (“Mobility 

Impairments”). Once the event has reached the match play stage, all spectators will be authorized to 

rent a golf cart, at the courses’ discretion and are subject to availability.   

For those individuals with Mobility Impairments that require some form of motorized transport, they 

will generally be permitted to move through the course on whatever form of transport they regularly 

use if they have brought their motorized transportation device (“Device”) with them, unless it has been 

determined that a particular Device would present a hazard to other spectators, players, caddies, or 

course officials or would damage the golf course. These guidelines do not apply to the use of 

motorcycles, mopeds, tricycles, bicycles (whether or not motor-driven), skateboards, or other similar 

devices not otherwise permitted to be operated on or within a golf course. 

An individual with a Mobility Impairment, upon registering with the Official in Charge, is permitted to 

use his or her own Device within the event site in any areas open to pedestrian use, unless otherwise 

advised in advance that topography or course conditions in certain areas are not conducive to the use of 

Devices. At all times, the UGA, Officials in Charge of Qualifying, and golf course property owner reserves 

the right to temporarily prohibit the use of Devices at Qualifying for safety or other legitimate reasons. 

Individuals without a Mobility Impairment are not permitted to operate Devices in any areas within the 

event site, unless they have been authorized to do so to transport a mobility impaired individual.  

For those spectators with a Mobility Impairment that did not bring his or her own Device, reasonable 

accommodations will be made to assist the spectator. The UGA will have viewing areas setup on the golf 

course where individuals with Mobility Impairments may observe the event. The number of viewing 

areas available will depend on the course set up, availability of transport, course topography and other 

conditions, all of which shall be determined at the discretion of the Official in Charge of championship. It 

is not the intention of these guidelines to provide hole by hole viewing of any individual player or 

players. Information on available viewing areas can be found at the event registration location. 


